
Existence: 
University (B1+)

1 What do you think about when you hear the word ‘university’?
 
 - Use the photos below and then share in groups.
 - Think about subjects, places, experiences etc.
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2 Discuss these questions with a partner.
 
 - What are the best universities in your country?
 - Why do people go to university?
 - If people go to university, should they go far from their home town? Why / why not?
 - What would be / What was your choice about university?



Reading
3 Predict what you think two students will say about university using the words in 
the box. Which word do you think they will not discuss?

Student A, read about Zara.   Student B, read about Kevin.

Note: ADHD (Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder) are neurodevelopmental disabilities. 
ADHD mainly affects people’s focus and emotion control. Autism mainly affects people’s 
ability to communicate and interact with the world.

4 Work in pairs and tell your partner about the student you read about. 

5 Work together and identify if the sentences refer to Zara (Z) or Kevin (K).
 
 a This student is thinking about life after university.    ____
 b This student is considering a change in course.    ____
 c This student finds some parts of university uninteresting.  ____
 d This student feels a duty to their family.     ____
 e This student must look over notes for a test.    ____
 f This student discovered something medical about themselves.  ____ 
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credit  curriculum  degree  graduate

gym  revision  scientific  seminar

  Kevin

I’m in my first year and I chose to 
study mathematics. I think I have 
made a mistake and want to switch to 
something more scientific, like physics 
perhaps. I need to make sure I have 
enough credits to pass the first year, 
so maybe I’ll switch in year two. I enjoy 
the seminars, but they can be a little 
boring for me - I like to debate things, 
so maybe I should study philosophy 
instead. I’m the first in my family to 
come to university, so I need to make 
the right choice. 

 Zara

I’m in my final year at 
university studying psychology and 
research methods. At the moment, I 
have revision to do for my final exams. 
I’ve enjoyed university because it’s 
made me discover who I am. In my 
second year, I found out I had ADHD. 
I sometimes need to stand up and 
walk around, but my tutors are very 
understanding. Doing this degree has 
been difficult work but I’m sorry it will 
soon come to an end. Although the 
curriculum was good, I want to do post 
graduate research into ADHD and 
autism after I graduate. 



 

6 Look at the words in the yellow box on page 2. Check their meanings in a 
dictionary. Put them in the correct column according to their syllables.

one two three four

7 Work with a partner to work out the stress in each word. Say the words out loud. 
For example;

 
 gym   seminar

8 Complete the sentences with the correct word from the yellow box. 

a Hiba is studying for a __________ in marketing.
b He needs to get ten more __________ to pass the second year.
c They aren’t interested in __________ research - they prefer social research.
d The university __________ was designed by all of the tutors.
e Jaison didn’t do any __________ so he will find the test difficult.
f Did you go to yesterday’s __________? What was it about?
g We want to __________ next year - if we pass all our exams!

Discussion
9 Discuss these questions in small groups. 

 - What do you think are the difficulties of going to university?
 - What are the benefits of going to university?
 - Do you think everybody should have to go to unversity? Why / why not?
 - Why do you think some universities are more popular than others?
 - What might be some barriers to going to university?

Writing
10 Write a short essay (100 words) answering this question:

What are the benefits of going to university?
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Research
11 Research information to create a short podcast on the Podbean app. There 
are three choices.

 

12 Work in small groups and record your podcasts. 

Did you all speak clearly?
Did you use correct vocabulary?
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Research how to get help if 
someone is having difficulties 
at university. 

Think about:
 - who they can talk to
 - where they can go
 - what websites can help.

Prepare to talk for about two 
minutes. 

Research what ADHD is and 
how it can affect people.

Think about:
 - how people realise they 
have ADHD
 - common behaviours
 - positive things of having 
ADHD.

Prepare to talk for about two 
minutes.

Research how students from 
lower income backgrounds 
can get help to access 
university.

Think about:
 - government help
 - university support
 - fees required.

Prepare to talk for about two 
minutes.

https://www.podbean.com/
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Answers:

1 - Students’ own answers
2 - Students’ own asnwers
3 - Students’ own asnwers
4 - Students’ own asnwers
5 - a Z; b K; c K; d K; e Z; f Z
6 - one - gym; two - credit, degree; three - revision, seminar, graduate; four - curriculum, scientific
7 - 

credit  degree  revision  graduate  

curriculum  scientific 
8 - a degree; b credits; c scientific; d curriculum; e revision; f seminar; g graduate
9 - Students’ own answers
10 - Students’ own answers
11 - Students’ own answers
12 - Students’ own answers
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